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Abstract

Cellular membranes are composed of a wide diversity of lipid species in varying pro-

portions and these compositions are representative of the organism, cellular type and

organelle to which they belong. Because models of these molecular systems simu-

lated by MD steadily gain in size and complexity, they are increasingly representative

of specific compositions and behaviors of biological membranes. Due to the number

of lipid species involved, of force fields and topologies and because of the complexity

of membrane objects that have been simulated, LIMONADA has been developed as

an open database allowing to handle the various aspects of lipid membrane simula-

tion. LIMONADA presents published membrane patches with their simulation files

and the cellular membrane it models. Their compositions are then detailed based on

the lipid identification from LIPID MAPS database plus the lipid topologies and the

force field used. LIMONADA is freely accessible on the web at https://limonada.

univ-reims.fr/.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Cellular membranes can be composed of hundreds of different lipid spe-

cies distributed heterogeneously between and within bilayer leaflets and

lipidomic studies have established that there could be over 100,000 dif-

ferent lipids.1–5 Resulting lipid compositions are organism, tissue, cell and

organelle specific and several studies have yielded detailed membrane

compositions of different cell and organelles types.6–8 Membrane com-

position can also evolve depending on environmental factors and during

the cell cycle.9 Beside lipids, membranes are composed of proteins which

represent up to 25% of the membrane surface at a protein/lipid ratio of

1/50–1/100 and those proteins depend on the lipid composition to

function, can be recruited to specific domains and can present specific

lipid interactions.10–14 With a modeling perspective, a large set of

membrane models are then needed.15 During the last decade, the con-

junction of a greater computing power and methodological develop-

ments has led to an ever-increasing size and complexity of the lipid

systems simulated by molecular dynamics (MD) that enable the simula-

tion of model membranes representative of cellular membranes.16–18

There is now tens of these model lipid membranes and they have been

recently reviewed by Klauda in 2018 and Marrink et al. in 2019.15,19 For

example, a model plasma membrane with 63 lipid types has been simu-

lated by Ingolfsson et al. and an atomistic model of 100 million atom of

an entire cell organelle, a photosynthetic chromatophore vesicle, has

been simulated by Singharoy et al.20,21 Determination of complex lipid

compositions is not trivial and simulating these membranes to equilibra-

tion can be quite computationally demanding while only being a prereq-

uisite for further simulations.19 Indeed, model compositions are usually
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inferred from several experimental studies especially to include asymme-

try information, which are usually missing from lipidomic studies and

involve a careful choice of the lipid species to simulate. Regarding equili-

bration, while the time required for a membrane composed of a single

type of lipid is in the order of 100 ns, for a membrane with several lipid

types this time is much longer.19 Model design also depends on the lipid

parameters that have been developed for MD simulations. There is cur-

rently a wide diversity of lipids available, including fatty acyls,

glycerolipids with PC, PE, PS, PI, PA, PG and glycosyl heads, ceramide-

based lipids with PC (SM) and glycosyl heads, saccharolipids and sterols.

Hydrocarbon chains, saturated or unsaturated, can be linked to the lipid

core through ether or ester linkage and bear methyl or cyclopropane

rings.22 The availability of parameters for those lipids depends on the

force field and a recent review by Leonard et al. in 2019 details the his-

tory of lipid force field developments and evaluates the diversity of

the lipids present for each force field.22 For instance,

CHARMM36,23MARTINI,24and GROMOS25force fields present the

larger sets with several hundreds of lipid types readily available for

CHARMM36 and MARTINI.22 Lipid parameters as well as simulated

membranes can be obtained on different web sites or from the original

authors. For example, CHARMM36 lipid parameters can be obtained

from the MacKerell laboratory website (http://mackerell.umaryland.edu)

or from the input generator of CHARMM-GUI (http://www.charmm-gui.

org/) and lipid parameters and several membranes simulated with the

MARTINI force field are available on the MARTINI website (http://

cgmartini.nl/). In 2010, the LIPIDBOOK database was created to gather

lipid parameters (https://lipidbook.org/).26

The main goal of LIMONADA (“Lipid Membrane Open Network

And Database”) is to provide an online repository of membranes

models in a simulation-ready fashion, including more complex compo-

sitions representative of biological membranes, along with the

description of lipids, topologies and force fields mandatory for their

MD simulations. Indeed, improvements in the knowledge of cellular

membrane compositions due to experimental developments, notably

from mass spectrometry,27 conjugated to modeling developments will

eventually lead to a great number of representative model membrane

compositions and there is actually no database dedicated to these

objects. The number of lipid topologies available for simulation actu-

ally has also dramatically increased and can be replaced in the context

of the lipid diversity encountered during biological studies, that is, a

lipidomic database like LIPID MAPS (https://www.lipidmaps.org/).

LIMONADA then also intends to use the LIPID MAPS developed clas-

sification and naming conventions to bridge lipid description to simu-

lated membranes and the different force fields and softwares

currently used for membrane simulations.

2 | METHODS

2.1 | Database and web development

The LIMONADA website has been implemented through the Django

web framework (https://www.djangoproject.com/) and the database

format is sqlite3. LIMONADA is freely accessible on the web at

https://limonada.univ-reims.fr/ and the source code, released under

the GNU GPLv3, is available at https://github.com/LIMONADAMD.

Registered users can add new entries in the database. By using

Django, LIMONADA can also be used as a standalone application

through a web browser.

LIMONADA is composed of four major parts dedicated to the

description of lipids, topologies, force fields, and membranes and an

overview schema of the database with the required information is pres-

ented on Figure 1. Each part presents records as tables and each record

can be detailed through a personal page. Each part also presents a sea-

rch section with various criteria and auto-completion is used wherever

possible. The lipid classification of LIPID MAPS is used.28

No registration is required to access the data but users have to be

registered to add records to the database. The only limitation is that

each addition must be sustained by a reference paper to ensure that

contributions are scientifically relevant. The primary sources of the files

stored by LIMONADA are also provided for each entry. Once a user has

added a new entry, he will become the curator of this entry. Curators do

not need to be the creator of the data but the primary source should be

given and the creators should be noticed. The curator of every entry is

clearly specified on the website and their contact information are avail-

able. To promote discussion, a forum space is provided for each entry.

2.2 | Lipid descriptions

LIMONADA aims at gathering lipid parameters to allow the simulation

of model membranes representative of biological membranes. To do

so, we first need to have an idea of the lipids found in nature and an

accurate description, notably from a structural point of view. Several

lipid databases exist at the moment like SWISSLIPIDS (https://www.

swisslipids.org/),29LIPIDBANK (http://www.lipidbank.jp/),30 or LIPID

MAPS (https://www.lipidmaps.org/).28LIPID MAPS has more than

45,000 biologically relevant lipids, it is actively maintained and it is

associated with classification and nomenclature systems which are

internationally recognized and used by other projects and database,

for example, by LION/Web.31 Moreover, a REST service allows to

make HTTP requests on the database. Finally, it mostly describes

lipids which correspond to a unique stereochemical structure. Since

LIPID MAPS presents several advantages for the development of

LIMONADA, we rely on this database for lipid description (Figure 1).

In LIMONADA, each lipid is linked to the corresponding LIPID

MAPS entry and its standard denominations are used (Figure 1).

When a lipid is not described in LIPID MAPS but has been used to

simulate a membrane, a specific LIMONADA ID can be assigned auto-

matically based on the lipid classification by using the same numera-

tion principle that LIPID MAPS. In addition to this ID, a PubChem ID

is also provided for each lipid to have access to a wider set of experi-

mental information which are beyond the purpose of LIMONADA.

Besides the usual lipid information, a short name is also assigned to

each lipid. Indeed, most glycerophospholipid are defined by a four-

character name: The first and second digit for the sn1 and sn2 acyl
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chains and the two last for the polar head group (i.e., POPC for

palmitoyl-oleoyl-phosphatidyl-choline). As it is expected to be around

100,000 lipids, this name length has the advantage to be long enough

to represent all these lipids and short enough to be used in the simula-

tion files (i.e., compliant with e.g., pdb files).

During the addition of a lipid, almost all the information needed

(Figure 1) are automatically gathered from the LIPID MAPS ID

through an HTTP request and a figure is automatically drawn from the

MOL file provided by using open babel (http://openbabel.org).32

Lipids can be searched by their lipid class or from their LIPID

MAPS ID, common name and short name with the search box in the

list banner (Figure S1). Due to the number of potentially matching

lipids, this latter search is done through the use of an autocomplete

field based on the substrings written by the user (i.e., if a user write

“PC”, all the lipids with “PC” in their LIPID MAPS ID, common name

or short name will be displayed).

2.3 | Topology and force field descriptions

A lipid molecule can be described by several force fields and conse-

quently by several MD topologies. LIMONADA distinguishes the

F IGURE 1 LIMONADA database
schema. Non mandatory fields are in
italic, automatically generated fields are in
gray, entries with dot lines cannot be
filled directly by registered users
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description of the molecules from their force field-related topologies.

When looking for a particular lipid composition to be simulated, one

advantage of this choice is that users can start from the force field

and look which lipids are available or vice versa. The four-character ID

is used across all force field-dependent descriptions to unequivocally

and coherently identify every lipid. This is quite useful given that

name nomenclature can differ between force fields or change

through time.

Force fields can be added for several versions of the three major

MD softwares; CHARMM, GROMACS and AMBER, with the files

necessary to run a simulation. Another file, containing the parameters

(such as GROMACS mdp files), can also be provided along with the

definition of the force field type (Atomistic, United atom or Coarse

grained), references and additional descriptions. Softwares versions

are discretized for two reasons. Some topologies depend on the ver-

sion, in particular because the GROMACS definition of dihedral

restraints has evolved between version 4.0 and 4.5, and because the

software version is also used in the description of membrane entries.

When a lipid and a force field are defined, a topology can be

described by a topology file and a structure file. During the addition,

topologies are checked against the force field by using the force field

files and the structure provided with the software defined. For

GROMACS, lipids with several residues can be added.

Once added, structure files can be visualized with the NGL

viewer.33,34 The definition of a version name, a head atom and refer-

ences are also mandatory. For one force field, several topologies

entries can be used for a single lipid. Indeed, a lipid can be described

differently in several references or the lipid can be represented in dif-

ferent ionization states. In LIMONADA, these topologies are distin-

guished by using different version names which usually correspond to

the reference describing these parameters. If parameters have been

modified compared to the published ones, it should be detailed in the

description field or in a dedicated file. If these parameters are coming

from other websites or databases, primary sources have also to be

written in the description field. All the current data of LIMONADA

have been added with the agreement of the creators or the web hosts

of these parameters. The definition of an atom from the head is also

mandatory because it will be used for the leaflet analysis of the mem-

brane files described in the following section. Finally, references are

mandatory to insure the scientific background of the data. References

correspond to specific entries of the database and helps to keep

tracks of sources of the data that have been added. During the addi-

tion of a reference, all the information needed can be automatically

gathered from the DOI through an HTTP request on the DOI website

(https://dx.doi.org/).

Like lipids, topologies can be searched according to the lipid class

or from LIPID MAPS ID, common name and short name with the sea-

rch box in the list banner (Figure S1). In addition, they can also be

searched according to the softwares and force fields available in the

database. To find a lipid through its original name, a search request

can be done on the description field where the original name of the

lipid is specified.

2.4 | Membrane descriptions

Model membranes are designed to be representative of specific bio-

logical membranes and can present different level of complexity

(i.e., number of lipid types, presence of proteins or other molecules,

geometry) depending on the experimental information, force field

parameters and computational facilities at hand. Then for the same

biological membrane, several model compositions can be designed

and for a single model lipid composition, several molecular objects can

be simulated. To take this into account, the model membrane compo-

sition (where the lipid content is expressed in percentage) is distin-

guished from the actual membrane object (where the number of lipid

molecule is used). Several membrane objects can then have the same

membrane composition and each composition is associated with sev-

eral tags to identify which biological membrane it represents

(i.e., “plasma membrane” or “saccharomyces cerevisiae”). Membrane

compositions are created during the addition of a new membrane

object if its composition does not exist. For membrane objects, the

lipid composition of each membrane present in the structure file

needs to be detailed with the number of each lipid per leaflet and with

the topology used. To do so, once a force field has been chosen, the

membrane file can be analyzed by FATSLiM to fill the composition

form.35FATSLiM is a fast tool which computes local membrane normal

from lipid head atoms and uses a cut-off distance to extract the lipidic

organization of simulated membranes independently of the bilayer

morphology. The force field is used to display the topologies available

for each lipid. After the FATSLiM analysis, lipids are organized by leaf-

let and reordered in the form and in the structure file according to the

number of each lipid. If the same lipid has different topologies in the

membrane, a fifth digit is added to the lipid name in the structure file

to distinguish them from each other. As PDB files are limited to resi-

due names of four digits, GRO and CRD files are created for

GROMACSand CHARMMsoftwares, respectively. Membrane files are

not mandatory but if present, the lipid composition detailed in the

form must correspond to the lipid order in the structure file to be vali-

dated. On membrane addition, other simulation-related information

have also to be indicated, like temperature and equilibration time,

along with references, additional files (i.e., parameters files), Zenodo

DOIs and descriptions (i.e., primary sources of files and potential mod-

ifications made to the files). Besides lipids, proteins and other mole-

cules can also be simulated with membranes. For proteins, a specific

database entry has been created while other molecules can be

described in the description field. Once a membrane has been added,

the structure file can be visualized with a NGL viewer and Figure S2

shows an example of a description page for a membrane. From this

page, the files required to simulate this membrane, especially the lipid

topologies, can be downloaded. Membrane tags as well as protein

information are independent database entries that can be created dur-

ing membrane addition and that can be searched for in the search

banner. Membranes can be also searched based on the lipids used and

according to the softwares and force fields available in the database.

Physical properties of the membranes, such as area per lipid,
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membrane thickness and order parameters, can be associated to each

membrane record and visualized.

3 | DISCUSSION

Cellular membranes are complex molecular objects which present a

wide diversity of lipid species. Recent reviews have shown that lipid

parameters have been actively developed for several force fields dur-

ing the last decade and that they have been used to tackle the simula-

tion of increasingly realistic cellular membranes.15,19 In this context,

LIMONADA intends to reflect the diversity of the information avail-

able for membrane simulations and puts it in the lipidomic context

with an open approach. To the knowledge of the authors, a database

which describes model membranes that can be downloaded and

seamlessly used in MD simulations does not exist.

A few databases provide parameters for MD simulations of lipids

and/or membranes. MemProtMD (http://memprotmd.bioch.ox.ac.

uk/) is dedicated to membrane proteins and provides MD-ready files

of proteins embedded into a DPPC lipid bilayer. CHARMM-GUI

(http://www.charmm-gui.org/) provides a great interface to build

lipid bilayers from scratch and simulate these systems with

CHARMM36 or MARTINI force field mainly. It is thus not a database

per se but lipid systems made using CHARMM-GUI can be imported

into LIMONADA. LIPIDBOOK (https://lipidbook.bioch.ox.ac.uk/) is a

public repository for lipid force field parameters focusing on lipid

topologies. From this point of view, the code and database availabil-

ity plus several aspects of its integrated approach, LIMONADA

hence represents a step forward compared to the LIPIDBOOK

database.26NMRLipids (https://zenodo.org/communities/nmrlipids/)

in an open scientific collaboration comparing lipid parameters from

several force fields with experimental data to understand the atomis-

tic resolution structures of lipid bilayers.36 It is not a database per se

either but simulation data are deposited on a Zenodo community

space. Although somehow different, resources like SWISSLIPID and

LIPIDBUILDER are also providing useful information on lipid bio-

physical parameters or to build membranes, respectively. To credit

these sources, a link page has been created on the LIMONADA

website.

The process of adding records has been thought to be as simple

as possible, with fill helper for lipids from LIPID MAPS ID, for refer-

ences from DOI and for membrane compositions from membrane files

and force field selected. Tests were also implemented to check the

consistency of the entries, short simulations being carried when a

topology is added and by comparing the membrane composition with

the membrane file. The file formats to upload lipid and membranes

structures is currently limited to PDB and GRO files but other files

formats, notably CRD, are will be added in future release. Lastly, cura-

tors are clearly identified, can be easily contacted and each entry can

be discussed through a forum section. This enables a control of the

deposited data from experts of the field. These features in addition to

the openness of the project (availability of the database and of the

code on github) tend to promote the use and the deposit of new files

by the users. For instance, the project can be used and developed in

house.

Usually, when authors make available a structure file of the mem-

brane simulated, it corresponds to the last frame of the simulation,

with sometimes several intermediary frames or MD trajectories. Due

to the size of these files, the LIMONADA database does not intend to

host MD trajectories. Specific hosting services like Zenodo can be

used for this purpose.

A database, such as LIMONADA, is very useful as MD simulations

tackle more and more complex and accurate description of biological

membranes. Hence, when searching for a specific model membrane or

designing a new one, LIMONADA database would reduce the need to

construct and equilibrate complex lipid membranes if already existing.

Determination of complex lipid compositions is not trivial and their

equilibration can be quite computationally demanding while only

being a prerequisite for further simulations. Besides advantages and

limitations of each force field, the number of lipid topologies is also

strongly force field dependent and LIMONADA can easily be used to

choose a force field from a selected set of lipids or inversely see which

lipids are available for a selected force field.

At a more lipidomic point of view, LIMONADA has also several

advantages. First, it enables to highlight missing data relative to bio-

logically relevant lipids. For example, some main plant lipids like glyco-

sylated and acetylglycosylated sterols, which may represent a

significant amount of the plasma membrane of tobacco, lack parame-

trization.37 Second, it enables to have a coherent lipid naming and

classification across different force fields, in particular lipid short

names which are often different from one force field to another.

4 | CONCLUSIONS

The number and the complexity of lipid compositions are believed to

increase dramatically during the coming years. Filling a database is a

demanding process but the project has been thought to enable

researchers working in the field to add their own contributions if there

are willing to. Indeed, a lot of published lipid topologies have been

parameterized and published as well as multi components membranes

but they are only available upon request to the authors. This situation

could be due to the lack of a dedicated and user friendly platform

(except LIPIDBOOK). LIMONADA could host these data belonging to

the gray part of science and then facilitating the simulation of repre-

sentative model membranes.
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